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been branded; nothing more inexact so far as the Byzantine
Church is concerned than the charge of 'ceremonialism', of
formalism 'stifling the life of mysticism', for this mystic life
never ceased to inspire the ascetes and during the last century
of Byzantium even took possession of the masses.
It is essential to trace not only the internal evolution of
the Byzantine Church but also its external relations. For
most of its characteristic features result from the accidents of
these two aspects of its double history. These features we
shall do our best to emphasize, but first it is necessary to
bring before the reader the disorders and the tumults, the
conquests and the losses of which these characteristics
remain the witness, just as the motionless lines of a tor-
mented landscape are to be explained only by the convulsions
of which it has been the theatre in long past geological ages.
The plan of our chapter is determined by this consideration
which calls for a division into three parts: we shall first study
the Church as seen from within—the Church militant, the
Church finding itself, often divided against itself and often
opposing the State, seeking to assert or to define its dogma;
then we shall consider it from without, in its expansion
beyond the limits of the Empire, conquering and civilizing,
but also imperialist and even intransigent, provoking hatreds
and national reactions; finally we shall conclude by an attempt
—doubtless a rash attempt—at synthesis, an effort, perhaps
a vain effort, to attain to some understanding, through its
manifestations in history, of the essence of the Church of the
East, its spirit. . . .
the triumph of christianity in the empire.
the acceptance of the new faith by the state, and
of hellenism by the church.
the triumph  of the catholic  church  over the
arian  heresy:  compromise between philosophy
and the faith.
The first great fact of the internal history of the Byzantine
Church is its 'march on Rome', its conquest of power, and
the foundation by Constantine of the New Rome on the
Bosphorus (inaugurated in 330) which is its striking symbol.
That triumph in which all the faithful saw and still see a

